Easily manage your recipes, create
ingredient declarations, track allergens
and calculate nutritional information.

BuildFood is cloud-based
business management software
that makes managing your small
food company simple.
BuildFood, built by the makers
of JustFood, extends the
capabilities of Microsoft
Dynamics 365 for Financials to
include the features food
companies need most, turning
an already-robust financial
management system into a
complete formulation and
batch management system
that's powerful and easy to use
in equal measure.

Store and manage recipes and
formulas so they're straightforward to
locate, compare and manage. Easily
scale formulas up or down for
different batch sizes.
Economize production by batching
similar recipes together (for example,
create one big batch of dough that
will become a variety of finished
products).
Generate ingredient declarations
ordered by weight and nutritional
information based on a finished
product's formulation. BuildFood
knows which ingredients you used,
and how much, and calculates the
information required for labels
accordingly, including percentage
daily value.
Reduce risk and anxiety by managing
and declaring allergens.
Experiment with new formulas or
create one-off recipes without lengthy
or complicated software setup.

‘

From the makers
of JustFood

As the makers of JustFoodERP,
we have over a decade of
experience offering business
software to larger food
companies. BuildFood for
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for
Financials brings our expertise
and most critical features to
smaller businesses.

‘

The most exciting part about
BuildFood is that we’re finally
able to take the most essential
features from our software for
medium and large food
businesses and make them
available to food companies at
the smaller end of the market.
Now those companies can
benefit from the same tools
ools
ols
their large competitors use.
se.
David Pilz, CEO at IndustryBuilt,
Built,
makers of BuildFood

Built for food
Ready-made with the most
critical, time-saving features for
your growing food business,
because food is all we do

Created for small business
Developed by the makers of
JustFoodERP, BuildFood is
tailored for business
management software first-timers

Grows with you
Future-proof your company with
a solution that will continually
evolve and always offer you
upgrade options

Any device
Stay connected and informed
with real-time access to
BuildFood using any device with
an internet connection

Microsoft Dynamics 365
Extend the usefulness of
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for
Financials with seamlessly
integrated food features

Lives in the cloud
Leave the worries about
reliability and security to us
while enjoying improved
performance and cost of
ownership
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